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We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for decomposing the complete
graph of even order minus a 1-factor into even cycles and the complete graph of
odd order into odd cycles.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is natural to ask when a complete graph admits a decomposition into
cycles of some fixed length. Since the existence of such a decomposition
requires the degrees of the vertices to be even, the complete graph must
have an odd number of vertices. However, this question can be extended to
graphs with an even number of vertices by removing a 1-factor. The ques-
tion then becomes the following: When does Kn or Kn&I, whichever is
appropriate, admit a decomposition into cycles of length m, where m is
fixed? There are two obvious necessary conditions, namely, that 3mn
and that m must divide the number of edges in either Kn or Kn&I. There
is not one example known where these necessary conditions are not also
sufficient.
There have been many articles discussing this question, as well as several
surveys [4, 5, 8]. For the case of n odd, it follows from [4, 11] that for
m even, if the necessary conditions are sufficient for n in the range
mn3m, then they are sufficient for all nm. The same result holds
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true for m odd [7]. For the case of n even, it was shown in [1] that a
similar result holds for Kn&I with m even, and they suggest that the results
in [7] will extend to Kn&I with m odd. In [13], it was shown that if n
is odd and large enough, then the necessary conditions are also sufficient.
Also, in [2], it was shown that the necessary conditions are sufficient for
all m50 and n odd. Using the results of [6, 12], it is easy to show that
the necessary conditions for a decomposition of Kn&I into cycles of even
length m are sufficient if the number of edges in Kn&I is an even multiple
of m. Next, in [1], it is shown that the necessary conditions are sufficient
for a decomposition of Kn&I into cycles of even length m when n is
divisible by 4, the number of edges in Kn&I is an odd multiple of m, and
the congruence class of n modulo m lies between m2 and m. In this paper,
we will prove the following two results.
1.1. Theorem. For positive even integers m and n with 4mn, the
graph Kn&I can be decomposed into cycles of length m if and only if the
number of edges in Kn&I is a multiple of m.
1.2. Theorem. For positive odd integers m and n with 3mn, the
graph Kn can be decomposed into cycles of length m if and only if the number
of edges in Kn is a multiple of m.
Thus, it remains to show that Kn or Kn&I, whichever is appropriate, can
be decomposed into cycles of length m whenever n and m have opposite
parity.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Let us begin with a few basic definitions.
2.1. Definition. The complete graph on n vertices is denoted by Kn ,
and Kn&I denotes the complete graph on n vertices with a 1-factor I
removed.
2.2. Definition. We write G=H1H2 if G is the edge-disjoint union
of the subgraphs H1 and H2 . If G=H1H2  } } } Hk , where
H1 $H2 $ } } } $Hk $H, then the graph G can be decomposed into sub-
graphs isomorphic to H and we say that G is H-decomposable. We also
shall write H | G.
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Our first goal in proving these two results is to determine bounds on the
value of n in terms of m. In [7], it is shown that for m and n odd, it is
sufficient to consider values of m and n with mn3m. For m and n even,
we begin by showing, as in [1], it is sufficient to consider only values of
n in the range of mn<2m.
2.3. Lemma. Let m and n be positive even integers satisfying 4mn.
If Kn&I can be decomposed into cycles of length m for all n in the range of
mn<2m with n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m), then Kn&I can be decomposed into
cycles of length m for all nm with n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m).
Proof. Suppose that Kn&I can be decomposed into m-cycles whenever
n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m) and mn<2m. Let m and n be positive even
integers such that n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m). Write n=qm+r for integers q
and r with 0r<m. Observe that n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m) implies that
r(r&2)#0 (mod 2m) as well. Partition the vertex set of Kn&I into q&1
sets of m vertices and one set of m+r vertices. Each set of vertices induces
a subgraph isomorphic to Km or Km+r , and the edges between any two sets
induce a subgraph isomorphic to Km, m or Km, m+r . In [11], Sotteau
proved that Cm | Km, m and Cm | Km, m+r , where Cm denotes the cycle of
length m. In [9], Walecki gives a decomposition of Km into m-cycles and
a 1-factor. Since (m+r)(m+r&2)#0 (mod 2m), the edges of Km+r can be
decomposed into m-cycles and a 1-factor by hypothesis. This completes the
proof. K
The conditions of Theorem 1.1 have some surprising consequences, as we
now shall see.
2.4. Lemma. If m, n, and r are positive even integers such that n=m+r
and n(n&2)#2m (mod 4m), then the following hold:
(1) m#0 (mod 4) and
(2) r#0 (mod 8) or r#2 (mod 8).
Proof. First, n(n&2)#2m (mod 4m) implies that n(n&2)2 is an odd
multiple of m, say ml=n(n&2)2 for some positive odd integer l. Next
since n and n&2 are both even, it follows that 4 divides n or n&2 and thus
8 divides n(n&2). Therefore, 4 divides n(n&2)2 and since l is odd, we
have that 4 divides m as well.
We now show that r is congruent to 0 or 2 modulo 8. First, since l is
odd and 4 divides m, it follows that m divides r(r&2)2 evenly. Suppose












Now m | r(r&2)2 evenly, say mt=r(r&2)2 for some positive even integer







producing a contradiction. Thus r4 (mod 8).




















producing a contradiction. Thus r6 (mod 8). Hence r#0 (mod 8) or
r#2 (mod 8). K
We shall use Cayley graphs, in particular, circulant graphs, for the
proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Accordingly, we define them now.
2.5. Definition. Let S be a subset of a finite group 1 satisfying
(1) 1  S, where 1 denotes the identity of 1, and
(2) S=S&1, that is, s # S implies that s&1 # S.
A subset S satisfying the above conditions is called a Cayley subset. The
Cayley graph X(1; S) is defined to be that graph whose vertices are the
elements of 1 and there is an edge between vertices g and h if and only if
h= gs for some s # S. We call S the connection set and say that X(1; S) is
a Cayley graph on the group 1.
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2.6. Definition. A Cayley graph X(1; S) is called a circulant graph
when 1 is a cyclic group. For a cyclic group 1 of order n, we will write
X(n; S) for X(1; S).
Equivalently, for a positive integer n, let S[1, 2, ..., n&1] satisfy s # S
implies that n&s # S. Then the circulant graph X(n; S) is that graph whose
vertices are u0 , u1 , ..., un&1 with an edge between ui and u j if and only if
j&i # S. We will often write &s for n&s when n is understood.
Many of our decompositions arise from the action of a permutation on
a fixed subgraph. The next definition makes this precise.
2.7. Definition. Let \ be a permutation of the vertex set V of a graph
G. For any subset U of V, \ acts as a function from U to V by considering
the restriction of \ to U. If H is a subgraph of G with vertex set U, then
\(H) is a subgraph of G provided that for each edge xy # E(H),
\(x) \( y) # E(G). In this case, \(H) has vertex set \(U) and edge set
[\(x) \( y) : xy # E(H)].
Note that \(H) may not be defined for all subgraphs H of G since \ is
not necessarily an automorphism.
2.8. Definition. If G and H are vertex-disjoint graphs, then the join of
G and H, denoted G  H, is that graph obtained by taking the union of G
and H together with all possible edges having one end in G and the other
end in H.
2.9. Definition. Let P be a path, say P=v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vn . The odd
vertices of P are those vertices that are encountered first, third, fifth, etc.,
that is, those vertices of P with an odd subscript, and the even vertices of
P are those vertices that are encountered second, fourth, sixth, etc., that is,
those vertices of P with an even subscript.
3. THE EVEN CASE
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1, that is, we are interested in prov-
ing that the graph Kn&I can be decomposed into cycles of length m when
m and n are even and n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m). The preliminaries have been
completed for the proof except for the basic way in which we wish to view
the graph Kn&I. We present this, along with a lemma, and then proceed
to the proof of the result.
3.1. Definition. If A is a set of positive integers, then &A=[&a : a # A].
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3.2. Definition. Let A[1, 2, ..., n2&1], where n is a positive even
integer. Let G be the circulant graph of order n&2 with connection set
A _ &A, and u and w be two independent vertices, neither of which are
vertices of G. Define H(n; A)=G  [u, w], that is, H(n; A)=G  K2 , where
the vertices of K2 are labeled u and w.
The preceding definitions imply that the graph Kn&I can be thought of
as the join of a circulant graph of order n&2 with K2 , that is,
Kn&I=H(n; A), where A=[1, 2, ..., (n&4)2]. Thus the edges of length
(n&2)2 in the circulant together with the edge uw make up the edges of
the 1-factor I.
3.3. Definition. Let u iu j be an edge of length j&i in a circulant graph
of order n. The edge of length j&i diametrically opposed to ui uj is the edge
joining ui+n2 and uj+n2 .
3.4. Lemma. Let m and n be positive even integers satisfying 4m<
n<2m, and m#0 (mod 4). If A=[a1 , a2 , ..., a(m&4)2], where a1 , a2 , ...,
a(m&4)2 are positive integers satisfying a1<a2< } } } <a (m&4)2<(n&2)2,
then Cm | H(n; A).
Proof. Label the vertices of the subcirculant with u0 , u1 , ..., un&3 . We
have ui uj # E(H(n; A)) if and only if j&i # A. Let \ denote the permutation
(u0 u1 } } } un&3)(u)(w). If L is any subgraph of H(n; A), then \(L) is defined
as \ # Aut(H(n; A)).
Let P be the trail of length m&42 given by
P=u0 , ua1 , ua1&a2 , ua1&a2+a3 , ..., ua1&a2+a3&a4+ } } } +a(m&6)2&a(m&4)2 .
Note that P uses precisely one edge of each length in A. Also note that
alternate vertices starting with ua1 have strictly increasing subscripts, while
alternating vertices starting with u0 have strictly decreasing subscripts.
Thus, the vertices of P are distinct so that P is a path. The last edge used
to form P has length a(m&4)2< n&22 so that all the vertices of P lie in the
interval containing u0 from ua1&a2+a3&a4+ } } } &a(m&4)2 to ua1&a2+ } } } +a(m&6)2 .
This interval has length at most (n&4)2. Therefore, the path \(n&2)2(P)
is vertex-disjoint from P, and the edge of length ai in P is diametrically
opposed to the edge of length ai in \(n&2)2(P)
Thus, we can form a cycle C of length m by taking
C=[uu0 , uu(n&2)2 , wua1&a2+ } } } &a(m&4)2 , wu(n&2)2+a1&a2+ } } } &a(m&4)2]
_ P _ \(n&2)2(P).
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From the above remarks, it follows that C, \(C), \2(C), ..., \(n&4)2(C) is a
partition of the edge set of H(n; A) into m-cycles. K
We now present the proof of the first main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let m and n be positive even integers with
n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m). As mentioned in the introduction, if n(n&2)2 is an
even multiple of m, then using [6, 12] it is not difficult to show that Kn&I
can be decomposed into m-cycles. To do so, we think of Kn&I as the
wreath product Kn2 " K2 , that is, replace every vertex of Kn2 by a copy of
K2 and every edge of Kn2 by a copy of K2, 2 . A path P of length m2 in
Kn2 becomes P " K2 in Kn&I, and this graph can be decomposed into two
cycles of length m by the main result of [6]. The proof is completed by
using one of the main results of [12] to observe that Kn2 can be decom-
posed into paths of length m2.
Because of the preceding paragraph, we may assume that n(n&2)2 is an
odd multiple of m. Next, by Lemma 2.3, we may also assume that n<2m,
say n=m+r for some positive integer r with 0r<m. Now if r=0, we
are done by a construction of Walecki given in [9]. Thus, we assume that
0<r<m. We have seen that n(n&2)#0 (mod 2m) implies that r(r&2)#0
(mod 2m), and since n(n&2)2 is an odd multiple of m, it follows that
r(r&2)2 is an even multiple of m.
Let A=[1, 2, ..., (n&4)2] and label the vertices of the graph H(n; A)
with u0 , u1 , ..., un&3 , u, w, where u and w are the two vertices of K2 (see
Definition 3.2). Note that the edge joining ui and uj has length j&i or
length i& j depending on which lies between 1 and (n&2)2 modulo n&2.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 proceeds as follows. Suppose that B is a subset
of A such that |B|=r2, and that we can decompose the circulant
X(n&2; B _ &B) into m-cycles. Then since H(n; A)=H(n; A&B)
X(n&2; B _ &B) and the graph H(n; A&B) can be decomposed into
m-cycles by Lemma 3.4, it follows that we have a decomposition of H(n; A)
into m-cycles. Thus, the rest of the proof consists of determining a
convenient set B of r2 lengths such that the circulant H=X(n&2;
B _ &B) can be decomposed into m-cycles. An interesting special case is
when r=2 so that n=m+2. In this case we choose B=[1] so that
H=X(n&2; B _ &B) is itself an m-cycle. Thus, we have a decomposition
of Km+2&I into m-cycles. This special construction was found by the first
author many years ago, but he always viewed the construction as an
anomoly. Ironically, it ultimately provided the idea for the proofs in this
paper.
By Lemma 2.4, we know that r is congruent to 0 or 2 modulo 8, and
thus the proof now breaks into these two cases.
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Case 1. Suppose that r#0 (mod 8). Let r=2ea where a is odd and
e3. Thus r(r&2)2=2ea(2e&1a&1). Since m divides r(r&2)2 evenly
and m#0 (mod 4), we have that m=2da$b$, where a$ | a, b$ | (2e&1a&1),
and 2d<e. Then
n&2=m+r&2=2da$b$+2ea&2=b$(2da$+(2ea&2)b$).
Partition the vertices of the circulant H into b$ segments, each with l=2da$
+(2ea&2)b$ vertices. Each segment will contribute 2da$ edges to an
m-cycle. Define the path P0, 0 by
P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u&1 , u3 , u&2 , ..., u2d&2a$ , u&2d&2a$+1 , u2d&2a$+2 , u&2d&2a$ ,
u2d&2a$+3 , u&2d&2a$&1 , ..., u2d&1a$+1 , u&2d&1a$+1 , ul+1 , ul .
Let P0, 1=\l(P0, 0), where \ is the permutation from the proof of
Lemma 3.4. Since l>2da$ implies that 2d&1a$+1<l&2d&1a$+1, the
vertices of P0, 1 are distinct from the vertices of P0, 0 except for ul , which
is the last vertex of P0, 0 and the first vertex of P0, 1 . Similarly, the paths
P0, 0 , P0, 1=\l(P0, 0), P0, 2=\2l(P0, 0), ..., P0, b$&1=\ (b$&1) l(P0, 0)
are vertex-disjoint except that the path P0, i begins at the last vertex of
P0, i&1 for 1ib$&1 and P0, b$&1 ends at u0 . Thus C0=P0, 0 _
P0, 1 _ } } } _ P0, b$&1 is an m-cycle and the lengths of the edges of C0 are
1, 2, ..., 2d&1a$&1, 2d&1a$+l, 2d&1a$+1, ..., 2da$.
The definition of P0, 0 does not make sense when 2d&2a$=1, that is,
d=2 and a$=1. In this case let
P0, 0=u0 , u3 , u&1 , ul+1 , ul .
Let b=r(2d+1a$)=2e&d&1aa$. If b>1, then obtain the path P1, 0 by
adding l to the subscripts of the even vertices of P0, 0 , that is,
P1, 0=u0 , u2+l , u&1 , u3+l , u&2 , ..., u2d&2a$+l , u&2d&2a$+1 ,
u2d&2a$+2+l , u&2d&2a$ , u2d&2a$+3+l , u&2d&2a$&1 , ..., u2d&1a$+1+l ,
u&2d&1a$+1 , u2l+1 , ul .
Next, obtain the paths P1, 1 , P1, 2 , ..., P1, b$&1 by letting powers of \l act on
P1, 0 in the same way they acted on P0, 0 . Furthermore, the path P1, i begins
at the last vertex of P1, i&1 for 1ib$&1 and the last vertex of P1, b$&1
is u0 . Thus, C1=P1, 0 _ P1, 1 _ P1, 2 _ } } } _ P1, b$&1 is an m-cycle, where
the lengths of the edges of C1 are 1+l, 2+l, 3+l, ..., 2d&1a$&1+l,
2d&1a$+2l, 2d&1a$+1+l, ..., 2da$+l.
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Similarly, for each j with 2 jb, obtain the path Pj, 0 by adding jl to
the subcripts of the even vertices of P0, 0 . Then the paths Pj, 1 , Pj, 2 , ...,
Pj, b$&1 are obtained by letting powers of \l act on Pj, 0 . Note here that P j, i
begins at the last vertex of Pj, i&1 for 1ib$&1 and the last vertex of
Pj, b$&1 is u0 . Hence C j=Pj, 0 _ Pj, 1 _ } } } _ Pj, b$&1 is an m-cycle and the
lengths of the edges of Cj are 1+ jl, 2+ jl, 3+ jl, ..., 2d&1a$&1+ jl,
2d&1a$+1+ jl, ..., 2da$+ jl, 2d&1a$+( j+1) l.
For 0 jb&1, let Bj denote the set of lengths that Cj uses, that is,
Bj=[1+ jl, 2+ jl, 3+ jl, ..., 2d&1a$&1+ jl, 2d&1a$+( j+1) l, 2d&1a$+
1+ jl, ..., 2da$+ jl]. Let B=B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bb&1 . Now the longest edge
in B has length bl+2d&1a$. Since 2ea<2da$b$ implies that 2e&daa$+


























Therefore, the lengths of B are distinct and hence |B|=r2. Thus, the
collection
[Cj , \(Cj), \2(Cj), ..., \l&1(Cj) | 0 jb&1]
is a partition of the edge set of the circulant H=X(n&2; B _ &B) into
m-cycles.
Case 2. Suppose that r#2 (mod 8). A construction for the special case
r=2 is given above and we may assume r>2 for the remainder of the
proof. Let r=8k+2 for some nonnegative integer k. In this case we
have r(r&2)2=8k(4k+1)=2ea(4k+1) where 2ea=8k, a is odd, and
gcd(a, 4k+1)=1. Then m=2da$b$, where 2d<e, a$ | a, and b$ | (4k+1).
Let r2=bb$. Then
n&2=2da$b$+2ea=2da$(b$+2e&daa$).
Let l=b$+2e&daa$ and note that lb$+2. The proof now breaks into
two subcases depending on the congruence class of b$ modulo 4.
Subcase 2.1. Suppose that b$#1 (mod 4). Observe that b$5 because
b$=1 implies that m=2da$2ea=r&2 which is a contradiction. Let
s=l&(b$+1)2&1 and note that s is odd. Consider the walk P0, 0 defined
by
P0, 0=u&s , u0 , u2 , u&1 , u3 , ..., u&(s&3)2 , u(s+1)2 , u&(s+1)2 , u(s+3)2 ,
u&(s+3)2 , u(s+5)2 , ..., u&(b$&1)2 , u(b$+1)2 .
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Since s(b$+2)&(b$+1)2&1=(b$&1)2+1, we have that the
vertices of P0, 0 are distinct so that P0, 0 is a path. In the case that s=3, we
have b$=5 and l&s=4, and P0, 0=u&3 , u0 , u2 , u&2 , u3 . Observe that the
lengths of the edges of P0, 0 are 2, 3, ..., b$. Obtain the path P0, 1 as before,
that is, P0, 1=\l(P0, 0). Since l&s=(b$+3)2, the paths P0, 0 and P0, 1 are
vertex-disjoint. Join the first vertex of P0, 1 to the last vertex of P0, 0 and
note that this edge has length 1.
Again, let the powers of \l act on P0, 0 to obtain the paths P0, 0 , P0, 1 , ...,
P0, 2da$&1 . Form the m-cycle C0 by joining the last vertex of P0, i to the first
vertex of P0, i+1 for 0i2da$&2 and joining the last vertex of P0, 2da$&1
to the first vertex of P0, 0 . Necessarily, these edges all have length 1. Let
B0=[1, 2, ..., b$].
If b>1, then obtain the path P1, 0 from P0, 0 by subtracting l from the
subscript of the first vertex and adding l to the subscripts of the remaining
odd vertices of P0, 0 , that is,
P1, 0=u&(l+s) , u0 , u2+l , u&1 , u3+l , ..., u&(s&3)2 , u(s+1)2+l , u&(s+1)2 ,
u(s+3)2+l , u&(s+3)2 , u(s+5)2+l , ..., u&(b$&1)2 , u(b$+1)2+l .
Then the lengths of the edges of P1, 0 are 2+l, 3+l, ..., b$+l. As before,
let the powers of \l act on P1, 0 to obtain the paths P1, 0 , P1, 1 , ..., P1, 2da$&1 .
Form the m-cycle C1 by joining the last vertex of P1, i to the first vertex of
P1, i+1 for 0i2da$&2 and joining the last vertex of P1, 2da$&1 to the first
vertex of P1, 0 . Note that these edges have length 2l&1.
Similarly, for 2 jb&1, obtain the path Pj, 0 from P0, 0 by subtracting
jl from the subscript of the first vertex and adding jl to the subscripts of
the remaining odd vertices of P0, 0 . Again, letting the powers of \l act on
Pj, 0 , we form the m-cycle Cj by joining the last vertex of Pj, i to the first
vertex of Pj, i+1 for 0i2da$&2 and joining the last vertex of Pj, 2da$&1
to the first vertex of Pj, 0 . Observe that these edges have length 2jl&1 and
thus the cycle Cj has edges with lengths 2+ jl, 3+ jl, ..., b$+ jl, 2jl&1.
Let Bj=[2+ jl, 3+ jl, ..., b$+ jl, 2jl&1] for 1 jb&1, and let
B=B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bb&1 . Then the longest edge of B has length either
b$+(b&1) l or 2(b&1) l&1. Now r=2bb$ and m=2da$b$, and since
r<m, we have that 2b<2da$. Thus, 2bl<2da$l=n&2. Therefore, the
lengths 1, 2l&1, 4l&1, ..., 2(b&1) l&1 are all distinct. Next,
b$+(b&1) l<l+(2d&1a$&1) l=2d&1a$l=(n&2)2,
so that B consists of r2 distinct lengths. Hence, the collection
[Cj , \(Cj), \2(Cj), ..., \l&1(Cj) | 0 jb&1]
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is a partition of the edge set of the circulant H=X(n&2; B _ &B) into
m-cycles.
Subcase 2.2. Suppose that b$#3 (mod 4). Let P0, 0 be the path
defined by
P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u&1 , u3 , ..., u&(b$&7)4 , u(b$+1)4 , u&(b$+1)4 ,
u(b$+5)4 , ..., u&(b$&1)2 , u (b$+1)2 , u1&l .
Note that P0, 0 uses exactly one edge of each length 2, 3, ..., (b$&3)2,
(b$&1)2+l, (b$+1)2, ..., b$ and uses no edge whose length is congruent
to \1 modulo l. Consider the paths
P0, 1=\l(P0, 0), P0, 2=\2l(P0, 0), ..., P0, 2da$&1=\(2
da$&1) l(P0, 0),
and note that P0, i begins at vertex uil and ends at u(i&1) l+1 .
There are two special cases that must be considered. When b$=7, let
P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u&2 , u3 , u&3 , u4 , u1&l .
When b$=3, the condition m>r=2ea+2 forces a$=a and d=e&1 which
in turn implies l=5. The initial path P0, 0=u0 , u3 , u&4 works in this case.
If b>1, then obtain the path P1, 0 by adding l to the subscripts of the
even vertices of P0, 0 , that is,
P1, 0=u0 , u2+l , u&1 , u3+l , ..., u&(b$&7)4 , u(b$+1)4+l , u&(b$+1)4 ,
u(b$+5)4+l , ..., u&(b$&1)2u(b$+1)2+l , u1&l .
Next, obtain the paths P1, 1 , P1, 2 , ..., P1, 2da$&1 by letting powers of \l act
on P1, 0 as before. Observe that these paths use edges of lengths 2+l,
3+l, ..., (b$&3)2+l, (b$&1)2+2l, (b$+1)2+l, ..., b$+l.
Similarly, for each j with 2 jb&1, obtain the path Pj, 0 by adding jl
to the subscripts of the even vertices of P0, 0 . Then the paths Pj, 1 , Pj, 2 , ...,
Pj, 2da$&1 are obtained by letting powers of \l act on Pj, 0 . For 0 jb&1,
let Pj denote the collection of paths Pj, 0 , Pj, 1 , ..., Pj, 2da$&1 and Bj denote the
set of lengths that Pj uses, that is,






+ jl, ..., b$+ jl= .
Observe that B=B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bb&1 has b(b$&1) lengths, and thus we
must add b lengths to B to use r2 lengths. The longest edge used thus far
has length (b$&1)2+bl or b$+(b&1) l. Since r<m implies b<2d&1a$,
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it follows that bl<(n&2)2. Thus, the lengths (b$&1)2+l,
(b$&1)2+2l, ..., (b$&1)2+bl are distinct. Furthermore, since (n&2)2
is an even multiple of l, we have that these lengths are all less than
(n&2)2 as well. In Subcase 2.1, we saw that b$+(b&1) l<(n&2)2
regardless of the congruence class of b$ modulo 4. Thus B consists of
b(b$&1) distinct lengths.
Recall that uil is the initial vertex of P j, i and u(i&1) l+1 is the terminal
vertex of Pj, i for 0 jb&1 and 0i2da$&1. Now we shall link the
paths of Pj to form an m-cycle. We shall use Hamilton cycles in an
auxiliary circulant graph G to do so. Let the vertices of G be labeled v0 , v1 ,
..., v2da$&1 . Suppose we are given a Hamilton cycle C in G. Arbitrarily orient
the cycle C to obtain a Hamilton directed cycle C9 . If there is an arc from
vi to vk in C9 (of length k&i), then insert an edge, necessarily of length
(k&i+1) l&1, from the terminal vertex of Pj, i to the initial vertex of Pj, k .
If we do this for each arc in C9 , it is easy to see that the paths of Pj are
joined together to form an m-cycle. Furthermore, since the edge from the
terminal vertex of Pj, i to the initial vertex of Pj, k has different length,
namely (k&i&1) l+1, than the edge from the terminal vertex of Pj, k to
the initial vertex of Pj, i , we can use the reverse orientation C0 of C9 to link
the paths in another collection Pt , t{k, into an m-cycle. Observe that all
the edges used to link together the paths have lengths congruent to \1
modulo l and thus none of them have been used in the construction of the
families [Pj | 0 jb&1].
There are several points we need to consider. First, if a Hamilton cycle
in G uses exactly one length for its edges, then it is easy to see that it can
be used to link together the paths of some Pj to form an m-cycle and, in
doing so, we use exactly one length in H. However, if a Hamilton cycle in
G uses different lengths for its edges, then using either orientation to link
together paths of some Pj , results in some edges of lengths congruent to
\1 modulo l not being used. We handle this as follows.
J.-C. Bermond et al. [3] proved that any connected circulant graph of
degree 4 can be decomposed into two Hamilton cycles. So we choose two
lengths s1 and s2 in G such that gcd(s1 , s2)=1, which guarantees that the
circulant graph with connection set [\s1 , \s2] is connected. We decom-
pose it into two Hamilton cycles and orient each of them in the two
possible ways. We then use these four oriented cycles to form four m-cycles
in H. This then uses all the required edges in H of lengths congruent to \1
modulo l corresponding to the edges used in the Hamilton cycles. Second,
when we are left with 1 or 3 families [Pj] to link together, we use one or
two Hamilton cycles from G with edges of the same length to complete the
linking process.
We now must show that there are enough edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles
in the auxiliary graph G to make the above scheme work. Recall that the
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number of vertices in G is 2da$ and that 2da$>2b. We now proceed depend-
ing on the number of families [Pj] to link together. If b=1, then let
G=X(2da$; [\1]) so that G is a (2da$)-cycle. In this case, the length
2l&1 is used in H to link P0 into an m-cycle. If b=3, then G has at least
eight vertices so that there are at least two lengths s1 and s2 relatively
prime to 2da$. Then each of s1 and s2 generates a Hamilton cycle in
G=X(2da$; [\s1 , \s2]) and thus we can easily link together the three
families of paths into m-cycles. In this case, the lengths (s1+1) l&1,
(s1&1) l+1, and (s2+1) l&1 are used in H to link P0 , P1 , P2 into
m-cycles.
Finally, if b>3, then write b=4q+1 or b=4q+3 for some positive
integer q. Suppose first that b=4q+1. Then X(2da$; [\1]) can be used to
link P0 into an m-cycle using the length 2l&1 in H. Next take q successive
pairs [2, 3], [4, 5], ..., [2q, 2q+1], all of which generate connected
circulants, to obtain two Hamilton cycles in X(2da$; [\2i, \(2i+1)]), for
1iq, to link together four families at a time. Then the lengths 3l&1,
l+1, 4l&1, 2l+1, ..., (2q+2) l&1, 2ql+1 are used in H. If b=4q+3,
then find a second integer t2q+1 relatively prime to 2da$ to handle the
two extra families, and the lengths (t+1) l&1 and (t&1) l+1 are used
in H.
Upon obtaining all the m-cycles as described above, we then let \ act on
each m-cycle C according to C, \(C), \2(C), ..., \l&1(C) resulting in a
decomposition of H=X(n&2; B _ &B) into m-cycles. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.1. K
4. THE ODD CASE
In this section, we prove Thereom 1.2, that is, we are interested in
decomposing the complete graph Kn into cycles of length m when m and
n are odd positive integers and n(n&1)#0 (mod 2m). As in Section 3, we
begin by presenting the way in which we wish to view the graph Kn .
4.1. Definition. Let A[1, 2, ..., (n&1)2], where n is a positive odd
integer. Let G be the circulant graph of order n&1 with connection set
A _ &A, and u be an independent vertex that is not a vertex of G. Define
H(n; A)=G  [u], that is, H(n; A)=G  K1 , where the vertex of K1 is
labeled u.
The preceding definition implies that the graph Kn can be viewed as the
join of a circulant graph of order n&1 with K1 , that is, Kn=H(n; A) where
A=[1, 2, ..., (n&1)2].
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4.2. Lemma. Let m and n be positive odd integers satisfying 3m
n<3m. If A=[a1 , a2 , ..., a(m&3)2 , n&12 : a1<a2< } } } <a(m&3)2<
n&1
2 ],
then Cm | H(n; A).
Proof. Label the vertices of the subcirculant with u0 , u1 , ..., un&2 . We
have uiuj # E(H(n; A)) if and only if j&i # A _ &A. Let \ denote the
permutation (u0 u1 } } } un&2)(u). If L is any subgraph of H(n; A), then \(L)
is defined as \ # Aut(H(n; A)).
Let P be the trail of length m&32 given by
P=u0 , ua1 , ua1&a2 , ua1&a2+a3 , ..., ua1&a2+a3&a4+ } } } a(m&5)2\a(m&3)2 .
Note that P uses precisely one edge of each length in A. Also note that
alternate vertices starting with ua1 have strictly increasing subscripts, while
alternate vertices starting with u0 have strictly decreasing subscripts. Thus,
the vertices of P are distinct so that P is a path. The last edge used to form
P has length a(m&3)2< n&12 so that all the vertices of P lie in the interval
containing u0 from ua1&a2+a3&a4+ } } } \a(m&3)2 to ua1&a2+ } } } a(m&5)2 . This
interval has length at most (n&3)2. Therefore, the path \(n&1)2(P) is
vertex-disjoint from P, and the edge of length ai in P is diametrically
opposed to the edge of length ai in \(n&1)2(P).
Let w denote the last vertex of P, that is,
w=ua1&a2+a3&a4+ } } } a(m&5)2\a(m&3)2 .
Form a cycle C of length m by taking
C=[w\(n&1)2(w), uu0 , uu(n&1)2] _ P _ \(n&1)2(P).
Then C, \(C), \2(C), ..., \(n&3)2(C) is a partition of the edge set of H(n; A)
into m-cycles. K
We now present the proof of our second main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let m and n be positive odd integers with
n(n&1)#0 (mod 2m). Recall that by a result given in [7], it is sufficient
to prove the theorem for values of m and n with mn<3m. Thus, we
may write n as n=m+r or n=2m+r where 0r<m. Let A=[1, 2, ...,
(n&1)2] and label the vertices of the graph H(n; A) with u0 , u1 , ...,
un&2 , u, where u is the vertex of K1 (see Definition 4.1). Let \ denote the
permutation (u0 u1 } } } un&1)(u). There are two cases depending on whether
n=m+r or n=2m+r.
Case 1. Suppose that n=m+r. Clearly, if r=0, we are done by the
Walecki Hamilton decomposition of Kn found in [9]. Thus, we may
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assume that 0<r<m. Suppose B is a subset of A&[(n&1)2] such that
|B|=r2 and that we can decompose the circulant X(n&1; B _ &B)
into m-cycles. Since H(n; A)=H(n; A&B)X(n&1; B _ &B) and since
H(n; A&B) can be decomposed into m-cycles by Lemma 4.2, we have a
decomposition of H(n; A) into m-cycles. Thus, our goal is to choose a con-
venient set B of r2 lengths. Since m and n are odd, it must be that r is
even, say r=2ea, with a odd. Since n(n&1)#0 (mod 2m), we also have
that r(r&1)#0 (mod 2m). Since r(r&1)2=2e&1a(2ea&1), we may write
m as m=a$b$ where a$ | a and b$ | (2ea&1). Let r2=a$c. Next,
n&1=m+r&1=a$b$+2ea&1=b$(a$+(2ea&1)b$).
We partition the vertices of H=X(n&1; B _ &B) into b$ segments with
l=a$+(2ea&1)b$ vertices in each segment. Observe that l is even. We
now proceed depending on the congruence class of a$ modulo 4.
Subcase 1.1. Suppose that a$#3 (mod 4). Define the path P0, 0 of length
a$&1 as follows when a$>7:
P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u&1 , u3 , ..., u&(a$&7)4 , u(a$+1)4 , u&(a$+1)4 ,
u(a$+5)4 , ..., u&(a$&1)2 , u (a$+1)2 , u1&l .
Observe that the lengths of the edges of P0, 0 are 2, 3, ..., (a$&3)2,
(a$&1)2+l, (a$+1)2, ..., a$. Obtain the path P0, 1 as before, that is, P0, 1
=\l(P0, 0). Since l&(a$&1)2(a$+3)2, the paths P0, 0 and P0, 1 are vertex-
disjoint. Again, let the powers of \l act on P0, 0 to obtain the paths P0, 0 ,
P0, 1 , ..., P0, b$&1 . Let B0=[2, 3, ..., (a$&3)2, (a$&1)2+l, (a$+1)2, ..., a$].
When a$=3, let P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u1&l , and when a$=7, let P0, 0=u0 , u2 ,
u&2 , u3 , u&3 , u4 , u1&l .
If c>1, then, for each j=1, 2, ..., c&1, obtain the path Pj, 0 from P0, 0 by
adding jl to the subscripts of the even vertices of P0, 0 , that is,
Pj, 0=u0 , u2+ jl , u&1 , u3+ jl , ..., u&(a$&7)4 , u(a$+1)4+ jl , u&(a$+1)4 ,
u(a$+5)4+ jl , ..., u&(a$&1)2 , u(a$+1)2+ jl , u1&l .
and continue as before letting the powers of \l act on Pj, 0 . Then the lengths
of the edges of the paths are Bj=[2+ jl, ..., (a$&3)2+ jl,
(a$&1)2+( j+1) l, (a$+1)2+ jl, ..., a$+ jl].
For 0 jc&1, let Pj denote the collection of paths Pj, 0 , Pj, 1 , ..., Pj, b$&1 .
Then the set B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bc&1 consists of c(a$&1) lengths. Also, the
longest edge of B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bc&1 has length (a$&1)2+cl,
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and it is easy to see that (a$&1)2+cl<(n&1)2. Note also that B0 _
B1 _ } } } _ Bc&1 contains no length that is congruent to \1 modulo l as
long as a$<l&1 (we handle this case separately). Thus, we may use
circulants of order b$ to link each family Pj into an m-cycle Cj as in
Subcase 2.2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Then the collection
[Cj , \(Cj), \2(Cj), ..., \l&1(Cj) | 0 jc&1]
is a partition of the edge set of the circulant H into m-cycles.
If l=a$+1 and a$>3, let
P0, 0=u0 , ua$ , u1 , ua$&1 , ..., u(a$&3)4 , ua$&(a$&3)4 ,
u(a$+5)4 , ua$&(a$+1)4 , ..., u(a$&1)2 , u(a$+3)2 , u(a$+1)2 .
For a$=3, let P0, 0=u0 , u3 , u2 . The lengths used are 1, 2, ..., (a$&1)2,
(a$+3)2, (a$+5)2, ..., a$. Let the other paths in P0 , P1 , ..., Pc&1 be obtained
exactly as above. We use circulants of order b$ for linking the families of
paths into m-cycles. The difference now is that the linking edges have lengths
congruent to (a$+1)2=l2 modulo l. We must be careful because
&(a$+1)2 is congruent to (a$+1)2 modulo l.
In this case, b$=r&1 and if we express b$ in the form b$=a$t+s,
0s<a$, we find that a$b$=m divides the number of edges in Km+r if and
only if s=a$&1. Since m is odd, t must be odd. Thus, r=a$(t+1) so that
b$=a$(t+1)&1 and c=(t+1)2.
Let us examine the lengths of various linking edges arising from arcs of
Hamilton directed cycles resulting from the circulant graphs. If we have an
arc from vi to vk , then we would be joining the terminal vertex of some Pj, i
to the initial vertex of Pj, k . The length of such a linking edges is
(k&i&1) l+(a$+1)2. If the arc goes from vk to vi , then the length of the
linking edge is (k&i) l+(a$+1)2. So if c=4q, then we use Hamilton
decompositions of the degree 4 circulants X(b$; [\1, \3]),
X(b$; [\5, \7]), ..., X(b$; [\(2q&3), \(2q&1)]) as before. Since b$=
8qa$+124q+1, the lengths of the linking edges are smaller than (n&1)2.
Similar arguments work for c=4q+1, c=4q+2 and c=4q+3.
Subcase 1.2. Suppose that a$#1(mod 4). Since a$=1 implies that
m<r, we may assume that a$5. First, suppose that l=a$+1. As in the
case l=a$+1 of subcase 1.1, we obtain b$=a$(t+1)&1, c=(t+1)2 and t
is odd. Let
P0, 0=u0 , u1 , u&1 , u2 , u&2 , ..., u(a$&1)2 , u&(a$&1)2 .
Obtain the paths P0, 1 , P0, 2 , ..., P0, b$&1 by letting powers of \l act on P0, 0
in the usual way. For each j satisfying j>0, obtain Pj, 0 by adding jl to the
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subscripts of all the even vertices of P0, 0 . Then obtain Pj, 1 , ..., Pj, b$&1 from
Pj, 0 by letting powers of \l act on it. Let Pj denote the family of paths
Pj, 0 , Pj, 1 , ..., Pj, b$&1 .
If c=4q, then b$39q. Use the sets of paths P0 , P1 , ..., P4q&1 . Note that
the longest edge has length a$&1+(4q&1) l. We use Hamilton directed
cycles arising from Hamilton decompositions of X(b$; [\6q, \(6q+1)]),
X(b$; [\(6q+2), \(6q+3)]), ..., X(b$; [\(8q&2), \(8q&1)]). These
linking edges have length longer than a$&1+(4q&1) l and less than
(n&1)2 so that all lengths are distinct.
There is so much latitude that the other cases are easy to do too. For
example, if c=4q+1, use the sets of paths P2 , P3 , ..., P4q+2 , the same linking
scheme for 4q of the families, and edges of length (a$+3)2 to link together
the other family. The cases c=4q+2 and c=4q+3 can be done similarly.
Finally, suppose that la$+3. Let t=l&(a$+1)2&2 and note that t
is odd. Consider the walk P0, 0 of length a$&1 defined by
P0, 0=u&t , u0 , u2 , u&1 , ..., u&(t&3)2 , u(t+1)2 , u&(t+1)2 ,
u(t+5)2 , u&(t+3)2 , u(t+7)2 , ..., u&(a$&1)2 , u(a$+3)2 .
Since t>(a$+2)&(a$+1)2&2=(a$&1)2, we have that P0, 0 is a path.
When t=3 and a$=5, the preceding path is P0, 0=u&3 , u0 , u2 , u&2 , u4 .
Continue as in Case 1, letting the powers of \l act on P0, 0 to obtain the
paths P0, 1 , P0, 2 , ..., P0, b$&1 . Observe that l&t=(a$+5)2 so that these
paths are vertex-disjoint. Join the last vertex of P0, i to the first vertex of
P0, i+1 for 0ib$&2, and join the last vertex of P0, b$&1 to the first vertex
of P0, 0 to form the m-cycle C0 . The lengths of the edges of C0 are the
elements of the set B0=[1, 2, ..., t, t+1, t+3, ..., a$, a$+1].
If c>1, then, for each j=1, 2, ..., c&1, obtain the path Pj, 0 from P0, 0 by
subtracting jl from the subscript of the first vertex and adding jl to the sub-
scripts of the remaining odd vertices of P0, 0 , that is,
Pj, 0=u&( jl+t) , u0 , u2+ jl , u&1 , ..., u&(t&3)2 , u(t+1)2+ jl , u&(t+1)2 ,
u(t+5)2+ jl , u&(t+3)2 , u(t+7)2+ jl , ..., u&(a$&1)2 , u(a$+3)2+ jl .
and continue as before letting the powers of \l act on Pj, 0 . Join the last ver-
tex of Pj, i to the first vertex of Pj, i+1 for 0ib$&2 and join the last ver-
tex of Pj, b$&1 to the first vertex of Pj, 0 to form the m-cycle Cj . Note that
these edges all have length 2jl&1. Thus the lengths of the edges of Cj are
the elements of the set Bj=[2+ jl, 3+ jl, ..., t+1+ jl, t+3+ jl, ..., a$+ jl,
a$+1+ jl, 2jl&1].
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Let B=B0 _ B1 _ } } } _ Bc&1 . Then the longest edge of B has length
2(c&1) l&1 or a$+1+(c&1) l. We already have seen that 2(c&1) l&1
<n&1 and it is not hard also to see that a$+1+(c&1) l<(n&1)2. Thus
B consists of r2 distinct lengths. Therefore, the collection
[Cj , \(Cj), \2(Cj), ..., \l&1(Cj) | 0 jc&1]
is a partition of the edge set of the circulant H=X(n&1; B _ &B) into
m-cycles.
Case 2. Suppose that n=2m+r. In this case, r is odd and suppose first
that r=1 so that n=2m+1. Relabel the vertex u of H(n; A) with un&1 , and
as before, for 0i, jn&1, the length of the edge uiuj is either i& j or j&i,
depending on which lies between 1 and (n&1)2 modulo n. Let
{=(u0 u1 } } } un&1). Next, suppose that (m&1)2 is odd. Consider the m-
cycle C given by
C=u0 , u1 , u&1 , u2 , u&2 , ..., u(m&3)4 , u&(m&3)4 , u(m+5)4 ,
u&(m+1)4 , u(m+9)4 , u&(m+5)4 , ..., u(m+1)2 , u&(m&1)2 , u0 .
Then C, {(C), {2(C), ..., {n&1(C) is a partition of the edge set of Kn into
m-cycles. Now suppose that (m&1)2 is even. Consider the m-cycle C
given by
C=u0 , u1 , u&1 , u2 , u&2 , ..., u(m&1)4 , u&(m&1)4 , u(m+7)4 ,
u&(m+3)4 , u(m+11)4 , ..., u&(m&3)2 , u(m+1)2 , u&(m+1)2 , u0 .
As before, C, {(C), {2(C), ..., {n&1(C) is a partition of the edge set of Kn into
m-cycles. Therefore, the graph K2m+1 can be decomposed into m-cycles.
Thus, we may assume that r>1. To complete the proof we extend the
method used to solve the preceding case in which r=1. We note that this
means the proof will be different from all previous cases because we no
longer can build two diametrically opposed symmetric paths which are
linked to form a cycle via one or two central vertices. Instead, we now use
(r&1)2 lengths to generate m-cyles by breaking the n vertices into
segments, and we use the remaining m lengths to form a single m-cycle which
is acted on by {.
Let r=2ea+1 and write m=a$b$, where a$ | a, b$ | (2ea+1), and m>r.
Then n=2m+r=b$(2a$+(2ea+1)b$). Partition the vertices into b$
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giving us a lower bound on the number of segments.
Write c in the form c=4k+t, 0t3. First suppose t=0 and (a$&1)2
is odd. Let
P0, 0=u0 , u1 , u&1 , u2 , u&2 , ..., u(a$&3)4 , u&(a$&3)4 , u(a$+5)4
u&(a$+1)4 , u(a$+9)4 , ..., u&(a$&3)2 , u(a$+1)2 , u&(a$&1)2 .
The lengths of the edges of P0, 0 are 1, 2, ..., (a$&3)2, (a$+1)2, ..., a$. Obtain
P0, 1 , P0, 2 , ..., P0, b$&1 in the usual way by letting powers of {l act on P0, 0 .
We are going to use edges whose lengths are congruent to \(a$&1)2
modulo l as linking edges to form cycles. Thus, in forming P1, 0 we do not
want to use an edge of length l&(a$&1)2. Let P be the path obtained
from P0, 0 by adding a$ to the subscripts of all even vertices of P0, 0 . The
lengths of the edges used in P are a$+1, a$+2, ..., a$+(a$&3)2,
a$+(a$+1)2, ..., 2a$. If 2a$<l&(a$&1)2, then let P1, 0=P. If l&(a$&1)2
2a$, then in P do not omit the vertex ua$+(a$+1)4 ; instead, omit the vertex
so that the edge of length l&(a$&1)2 is omitted. Since l&(a$&1)2 is
even, the omitted vertex is in the interval from u0 to ul and the last vertex
in the interval from u0 to ul in the resulting path still is ua$+(a$+1)2 . This is
the path P1, 0 . Now obtain P1, 1 , P1, 2 , ..., P1, b$&1 from P1, 0 using powers of
{l again. Observe that the paths P1, 0 , P1, 1 , ..., P1, b$&1 are mutually vertex-
disjoint because l>2a$ implies a$+(a$+1)2<l&(a$&1)2.
In the special case that a$=3, we use P0, 0=u0 , u2 , u&1 and
P1, 0=u0 , u4 , u&1 .
For j=1, 2, ..., 2k&1, let P2j, 0 be obtained by adding jl to the subscripts
of the even vertices of P0, 0 , and obtain P2j, 1 , ..., P2j, b$&1 from P2j, 0 in the
usual way. Finally, obtain P2j+1, 0 by adding jl to the subscripts of the even
vertices of P1, 0 , and obtain P2j+1, 1 , ..., P2j+1, b$&1 as before. Let Pj=
[Pj, 0 , ..., Pj, b$&1]. None of the paths use edges whose lengths are congruent
to \(a$&1)2 modulo l. We use edges of these lengths to link the paths of
Pj together to form m-cycles based on Hamilton directed cycles arising from
Hamilton decompositions of circulants of order b$ and degree 4 as done for
earlier cases. Use the circulant X(b$; [\(2s&1), \2s]) for the collection of
paths P4s&4 , P4s&3 , P4s&2 and P4s&1 , where 1sk.
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Let us verify that all the lengths employed are distinct. The length of the
longest edge is 2kl+(a$&1)2, and the number of vertices is n=b$l>
2cl=8kl. Thus, all edge lengths are distinct.
We now show that we can use the remaining m lengths to form an
m-cycle. Arrange the remaining lengths in ascending order l1 , l2 , ..., lm . Since
the longest length already used is 2kl+(a$&1)2 and (r&1)2 lengths have
been used, the lengths ls+1 , ..., lm consist of successive integers from
2kl+(a$+1)2 through (n&1)2, where s=2kl+(a$&1)2&(r&1)2.
Start a path P according to
P=u0 , ul1 , ul1&l2 , ul&l2+l3 , ..., ul1&l2+l3& } } } +ls&ls+1
noting that s is odd. All lengths l1 , l2 , ..., ls+1 are used in P. Let
&x=l1&l2+ } } } +ls&ls+1 so that the terminal vertex of P is distance x
from u0 . We know that ls+1=2kl+(a$+1)2 is even and that the remain-
ing lengths are successive integers. We shall complete P to a path P$ of
length m&2 by continuing in the form
ul1&l2+ } } } +ls&ls+1+ls+2 , ul1&l2+ } } } +ls&ls+1+ls+2&ls+3 , ..., ul1&l2+ } } } +lj ,
ul1&l2+ } } } +lj&lj+1 , ul1&l2+ } } } +lj&lj+1+lj+3 ,
ul1&l2+ } } } +lj&lj+1+lj+3&lj+4 ,
and so on until reaching ul1&l2+ } } } +lj&lj+1+lj+3&lj+4+ } } } +lm&1=uy . Notice
that P$ has been obtained by successively zigzagging with edges of increasing
lengths and omitting one edge of odd length lj+2 . Let u&z be the vertex
immediately preceding uy in P$. If we wish to add an edge of length (n&1)2
to P$, it will go from uy to either u&z&1 or u&z&2 . Let w be the odd integer
amongst z+1 and z+2. If w2kl+(a$+1)2, then let w be the odd length
lj+2 omitted to form P$. Adding the 2-path uy , u&w , u0 to P$ yields an
m-cycle C$ using all of the missing lengths precisely once. Letting { act on
C$ completes the decomposition.
This leaves us with the problem of what to do when w<2kl+(a$+1)2.
The first step is to let ls+2=2kl+(a$+3)2 be the odd length edge we
delete in forming P$. Currently, P$ ends with uy&1 , u&z , uy , the edge
uy&1u&z has length (n&5)2, and the edge u&zuy has length (n&3)2.
Perform the following alteration of P$. From uy&1 reverse the order of the
lengths encountered to (n&1)2, (n&3)2, (n&5)2 and since there are two
choices for the edge of length (n&1)2, the altered path terminates at either
u&z&3 or u&z&4 . If either z+3 or z+4 equals 2kl+(a$+3)2, then we
close the path to an m-cycle with an edge of length 2kl+(a$+3)2. If
z+4<2kl+(a$+3)2, then start the alteration of P$ at uy&2 . It is then
possible to have the altered path terminate at either u&z&5 or u&z&6 . If
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either z+5 or z+6 equals 2kl+(a$+3)2, then we complete to an m-cycle
as before.
We need to show we can achieve an alteration of P$ so that it terminates
at u&2kl&(a$+1)2 . The first step in doing so is to get a lower bound on the
value of w. In the case that 2a$<l&(a$&1)2, we have l1=(a$&1)2 and
l2=a$+(a$&1)2. The path P$ then begins u0 , u(a$&1)2 , u&a$ , ... . On the
other hand, in the case that l&(a$&1)22a$, we have l1=(a$&1)2 and
l2=2a$+1. The path P$ then begins u0 , u(a$&1)2 , u&(3a$+3)2 ... . So there is
a gap of at least a$&1 vertices between u0 and the next negative subscripted





The path P$ uses edges whose lengths are consecutive integers from
2kl+(a$+5)2 through (n&1)2. As we saw above, there are two possible
values for w by choosing one of the two available edges of length (n&1)2
incident with uy . By starting the alteration scheme at uy&1 , we may achieve
the value w+2 for either of the two values of w. Starting at uy&2 , we may
achieve w+4 for either of the two values of w. Working back to the vertex






for either of the two values of w. If we show the latter expression is at least

































Since k1 and l7 (we cannot have a$=1 because m>r), the term
(4kl3)&7 is positive and we are finished.
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If c=4k+1, we link the paths of P0 to form an m-cycle using edges of
length l+(a$&1)2. We then use Hamilton decompositions of
X(b$; [\2, \3]), ..., X(b$; [\(2k+1), \2k])
to handle the families P1 , ..., P4k . The remaining m lengths are handled as in
the previous case.
For c=4k+2, we link the paths of P0 and P1 to form two m-cycles using
edges of lengths l\(a$&1)2, respectively. The remaining families of paths
and the resulting m lengths are done as before. Finally, for c=4k+3, use the
lengths l\(a$&1)2 and 2l+(a$&1)2 to link the paths P0 , P1 and P2 ,
respectively. Use Hamilton decompositions of
X(b$; [\3, \4]), ..., X(b$; [\2k, \(2k+1)])
for P3 , ..., P4k+2 . The remaining m-lengths are done as before.
This leaves us with the case that (a$&1)2 is even. It is rather similar to
the case when (a$&1)2 is odd so that we outline how to do it. Let
P0, 0=u0 , u1 , u&1 , u2 , u&2 , ..., u(a$&1)4 , u&(a$&1)4 , u(a$+7)4
u&(a$+3)4 , ..., u&(a$&3)2 , u(a$+1)2 , u&(a$+1)2 .
The path P0, 0 uses edges of lengths 1, 2, ..., (a$&1)2, (a$+3)2, ...,
a$&1, a$+1. One slight difference here is that the length a$ has not been
used. Thus, we start the path P1, 0 as u0 , ua$ , u&2 and note that the lengths
of the first two edges are a$ and a$+2 neither of which appear amongst the
lengths for P0, 0 . We then continue the zigzag pattern as in P0, 0 except that
no more vertices are omitted from the interval not containing u0 from u&2
to u&(a$+1)2 . Thus, the path P1, 0 also terminates at u(&a$+1)2 . This means
that the lengths of the connecting edges used to link families of paths
together to form m-cycles are congruent to \(a$+1)2 modulo l. Hence, we
want to make certain we do not use an edge with length l&(a$+1)2 in
P1, 0 . Since l&(a$+1)2 is even, we can avoid using it by shifting the ver-
tices in the interval containing ua$+1 from ua$ to ua$+(a$&3)2 if
l&(a$+1)2<2a$&1. Otherwise, no vertices in that interval need be shifted.
With these two starting paths the argument is the same as the preceding
case. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. K
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